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Abstract

Sorbitol-fermenting Escherichia coli O157:NM (SF O157) is an emerging patho-

gen suggested to be more virulent than nonsorbitol-fermenting Escherichia coli

O157:H7 (NSF O157). Important virulence factors are the Shiga toxins (stx),

encoded by stx1 and/or stx2 located within prophages integrated in the bacte-

rial genome. The stx genes are expressed from pR′ as a late protein, and anti-

terminator activity from the Q protein is necessary for read through of the late

terminator tR′ and activation of pR′. We investigated the regulation of stx2EDL933
expression at the genomic level in 17 Norwegian SF O157. Sequencing of three

selected SF O157 strains revealed that the anti-terminator q gene and genes

upstream of stx2EDL933 were identical or similar to the ones observed in the

E. coli O111:H� strain AP010960, but different from the ones observed in the

NSF O157 strain EDL933 (AE005174). This suggested divergent stx2EDL933-

encoding bacteriophages between NSF O157 and the SF O157 strains

(FR874039-41). Furthermore, different DNA structures were detected in the

SF O157 strains, suggesting diversity among bacteriophages also within the

SF O157 group. Further investigations are needed to elucidate whether

the qO111:H� gene observed in all our SF O157 contributes to the increased

virulence seen in SF O157 compared to NSF O157. An assay for detecting

qO111:H� was developed.

Introduction

Sorbitol-fermenting Escherichia coli O157:NM (SF O157)

was first identified in an outbreak in Bavaria in Germany

in 1988 (Karch & Bielaszewska, 2001). Since then, these

highly pathogenic bacteria have been isolated in many

European countries (Allerberger et al., 2000; Karch & Bie-

laszewska, 2001; Allison, 2002; Editorial Team, 2006; Ekl-

und et al., 2006; Jakubczak et al., 2008; Alpers et al.,

2009; Buvens et al., 2009), including Norway (Norwegian

Institute of Public Health, 2010). The first isolate of SF

O157 in Norway was recovered from a patient in 2005,

and until 2009, only eight sporadic cases of SF O157

infection were detected. In 2009, we had an outbreak with

SF O157 affecting 13 children, of whom nine developed

haemolytic uraemic syndrome (HUS) and one died. The

source of infection was not found (Norwegian Institute of

Public Health, 2010). The same outbreak strain was also

isolated from a cluster of three children with HUS in

2010 (Norwegian Institute of Public Health, 2011), and in

May 2011, another child, without HUS, was diagnosed

with this specific strain (The Norwegian Surveillance Sys-

tem for Communicable Diseases (MSIS)). Outside Eur-

ope, SF O157 has been isolated in Australia and Brazil

(Bettelheim et al., 2002; Moreira et al., 2003).

There are reports suggesting that SF O157 more often

progresses to HUS compared to nonsorbitol-fermenting

Escherichia coli O157:H7 (NSF O157), and epidemiologi-

cal and phenotypical characteristics as well as the pres-

ence of specific virulence genes differ between SF O157

and NSF O157 (Karch & Bielaszewska, 2001; Rosser et al.,

2008). Additionally, phylogenetic analyses show that SF
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O157 and NSF O157 most probably have diverged early

in the evolution of E. coli O157 and belong to different

clones (Karch & Bielaszewska, 2001; Feng et al., 2007).

Important virulence factors in enterohaemorrhagic

E. coli (EHEC) are the Shiga toxins (stx1 and stx2),

encoded by the stx1 and stx2 genes, both of which may

be divided into subtypes. In NSF O157, stx1, stx2EDL933
and stx2c have been detected, either alone or in combina-

tions, whereas stx2EDL933 is the only stx subtype found so

far in SF O157 (Karch & Bielaszewska, 2001). In some SF

O157, two identical copies of the stx2EDL933 gene have

been reported, resulting in increased production of stx.

However, an association between increased stx production

and enhanced virulence as compared to strains with only

one stx2EDL933 copy was not observed (Bielaszewska et al.,

2006). Furthermore, loss of the stx2 phage in SF O157

followed by regain of the phage in the same SF O157

strain has been reported, thus giving SF O157 the ability

to recycle stx2 (Mellmann et al., 2008).

The stx genes are encoded in the late region of lambd-

oid prophages, where they are located downstream of the

late promoter pR′ and late terminator tR′. The stx genes

are expressed from pR′ as a late protein, and the anti-ter-

minator activity from the Q protein is necessary for read

through of the late terminator, tR′ and activation of pR′

(Schmidt, 2001). Although the stx genes have their own

functional promoters (Calderwood et al., 1987; Schmidt,

2001), induction of the prophage and transcription from

pR′ is important for the expression of the stx genes as well

as for the release of stx from the bacteria (Wagner et al.,

2001). Two different q genes, q933 and q21, have been

identified in NSF O157, giving evidence of higher pro-

duction of stx2 in strains positive for the q933 gene (LeJe-

une et al., 2004; Koitabashi et al., 2006; Matsumoto et al.,

2008). Additionally, mutations in the stx2 promoter

region have been observed in strains containing the q21
gene, which further affects the expression of stx2 nega-

tively (Matsumoto et al., 2008).

Dowd and Williams compared expression of stx2

between two genetically diverse lineages of E. coli O157:

H7 and observed that lineage I produced significantly

more toxin than lineage II (Dowd & Williams, 2008).

Furthermore, when using the stx8 primer set, all the line-

age I strains were positive, whereas all lineage II strains

were negative (Dowd & Williams, 2008). They, therefore,

predicted that the stx8 primers were useful to differentiate

lineage I and lineage II (Dowd & Williams, 2008).

Draft genome sequences of two SF O157 strains are

published (Rump et al., 2011), but to our knowledge, lit-

tle is known about the genomic regulation of stx2EDL933
expression in such strains. Thus, in the present study, we

aimed to examine factors at the genomic level that might

influence the expression of stx2 in SF O157.

Materials and methods

Bacterial strains

Among the 35 human clinical isolates of SF O157 recov-

ered in Norway, 17 harboured the stx2 gene and were

included in the present study (Table 1). Only one stx2

positive strain from each patient belonging to the 2009–
2011 outbreak cluster was included. All isolates were from

the strain collection at the Norwegian Institute of Public

Health and were recovered from 2005 through 2011.

Extraction of DNA

For PCR analyses and sequencing, suspensions of bacterial

cells were boiled for 15 min, and the supernatant was used

directly in the PCR after centrifugation at 15 871 g. for one

minute. For inverse PCR, DNA was isolated using the Bio-

Robot EZ1 as described by the manufacturer (Qiagen

Gmbh, Hilden, Germany).

Genetic characterization of SF O157, screening

of 10 virulence genes, stx2 subtyping, and

MLVA genotyping

Molecular identification of SF O157 was carried out by a

multiplex-PCR (M-PCR) detecting the genes rbfO157
(Maurer et al., 1999), fliCH7 (Lindstedt et al., unpub-

lished), terE (Taylor et al., 2002) and the Shigella resis-

tance locus (SRL) (Janka et al., 2005). The dinB gene

(Lindstedt et al., unpublished) was used as an internal

amplification control. All strains were screened for the

stx1, stx2 and eae genes (modification of Brandal et al.,

2007) as well as the ehxA, nleB, stcE, stcEO103, cdt, subA

and saa genes (Brandal et al., manuscript in preparation).

The stx2 subtype was determined using PCR-restriction

fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) and sequencing

(modifications of Jelacic et al., 2003; Russmann et al.,

1994; and Persson et al., 2007a). All strains were geno-

typed with MLVA for SF O157 (Lindstedt, 2011).

Sequencing of PCR products

PCR products for sequencing were purified using the

QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen). All sequencing

were performed with the BigDye® Terminator v3.1 Cycle

Sequencing Kit (Applied Biosystems by Life Technologies,

Carlsbad, CA) as described by the manufacturer. The

extension products were purified using the DyeEx 2.0

Spin Kit (Qiagen). The samples were run on an

ABI-3100 or ABI-3130xl automated sequencer (Applied

Biosystems), and the raw-data files were exported to the

SEQMAN Pro sequencing analysis software (DNASTAR
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Lasergene 9 Core Suite, Madison, WI) for inspection and

assembly.

Screening with the stx8 primer set,

identification of the anti-terminator q gene

and sequencing of the promoter region of the

stx2 genes

A M-PCR including the stx8 primer set (Dowd & Wil-

liams, 2008), the q933 forward primer, the q21 forward

primer and the 595 reverse primer (Unkmeir & Schmidt,

2000; LeJeune et al., 2004) was designed (Supporting

Information, Table S1). Each forward primer was labelled

with a fluorochrome, and PCR was performed using the

Qiagen Multiplex PCR kit (Qiagen), as described by the

manufacturer. The PCR was run in a GeneAmp 9700

machine (Applied Biosystems) with the temperature pro-

file as described for the Qiagen Multiplex PCR kit (Qia-

gen) and an annealing temperature of 60 °C. The PCR

products were identified by capillary electrophoresis on

an ABI PRISM 3130xl Genetic analyzer (Applied Biosys-

tems) as follows: 0.5 lL PCR product was mixed with

0.5 lL GeneScan 1200 LIZ size standard (Applied Biosys-

tems) and 9 lL HiDi formamide (Applied Biosystems).

After denaturation, the capillary electrophoresis was run

for 2 h at 60 °C, using POP7 polymer (Applied Biosys-

tems) with an injection voltage of 1.8 kV for 11 s and

running voltage of 6.5 kV. For data analysis, GENEMAPPER

Software 4.0 (Applied Biosystems) was used. The primers

slt2s-2 (Matsumoto et al., 2008) and 595 (Unkmeir &

Schmidt, 2000; Table S1) were used for PCR amplifica-

tion and sequencing of the promoter region of the stx2

genes. The PCR was run as described earlier, with an

annealing temperature of 60 °C. The PCR products were

sequenced using the primers slt2s-2 and 595 (Table S1).

Inverse PCR

Three SF O157 strains from different years, with different

MLVA profiles, different outbreak and clinical status, as

well as different results from the stx8 screening, were

selected for inverse PCR (Table 2). Strain EDL933 (FH-

Ba 667) was included as positive control for NSF O157.

DNA digestion was performed as described earlier (Zhang

et al., 2010) and checked on a BioAnalyzer (Agilent Tech-

nologies, Santa Clara, CA) using the Agilent DNA 7500

Kit (Agilent Technologies) as recommended by the manu-

facturer. Digested DNA was purified with the QIAquick

PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen) and ligated as described by

Zhang (Zhang et al., 2010). Ligated DNA was purified

with the QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen) and

used as template for inverse PCR. The primers PS7-rev

and PS8-rev [reverse complement of PS7 and PS8

(Persson et al., 2007b; Table S1)] and the Advantage 2

PCR Kit (Clontech, Mountain View, CA) were used for

PCR amplification as described by the manufacturer.

The PCR was run as described earlier (Zhang et al.,

2010). Positive amplification was checked on a BioAna-

lyzer using the Agilent DNA 7500 Kit (Agilent Technolo-

gies), and the PCR products were sequenced as described

earlier, using primers listed in Table S1. The primers

designed in this study for sequencing of the inverse PCR

Table 1. Genetic characterization, genotyping, virulence gene status and q gene status of the SF O157 strains in relation to HUS status

Isolate number* rfbO157 fliCH7 SRL dinB

MLVA

profile stx eae stx2 subtype ehxA nleB stcE cdt stx8 qO111:H� HUS

1105-3298 + + + + A + + stx2EDL933 + + + + + + +

1106-4002 + + + + B + + stx2EDL933 + + + � � + +

1108-2781 + + + + C + + stx2EDL933 + + + � + + �
1109-0113 + + + + D + + stx2EDL933 + + + + � + +

1109-0435 + + + + D + + stx2EDL933 + + + + � + +

1109-0500 + + + + D + + stx2EDL933 + + + + � + �
1109-0621 + + + + D + + stx2EDL933 + + + + � + +

1109-0634 + + + + D + + stx2EDL933 + + + + � + +

1109-0823-5 + + + + D + + stx2EDL933 + + + � � + +

1109-0923 + + + + D + + stx2EDL933 + + + + � + +

1109-1280 + + + + D + + stx2EDL933 + + + + � + �
1109-2176 + + + + D + + stx2EDL933 + + + + � + +

1109-3001 + + + + D + + stx2EDL933 + + + + � + +

1110-2506 + + + + D + + stx2EDL933 � + + + � + +

1110-2531 + + + + D + + stx2EDL933 � + + + � + +

1110-2621 + + + + D + + stx2EDL933 + + + + � + +

1111-0887 + + + + D + + stx2EDL933 + + + + � + �

HUS, haemolytic ureamic syndrome; +, HUS; �, no HUS.

*All strains were negative for the terE, stcEO103, subA, saa, q933 and q21 genes.
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product were designed by the Primer Walk function in

SEQMAN Pro sequencing analysis software (DNASTAR

Lasergene 9 Core Suite).

Confirmation of the anti-terminator q gene

and promoter region of SF O157 with PCR and

sequencing

Inspection and assembly of the sequences were performed

using the the SEQMAN Pro sequencing analysis software

(DNASTAR Lasergene 9 Core Suite). BLAST search of the

sequences revealed that the q gene, the promoter region

of stx2 and the stx2 gene of the SF O157 strains 1106-

4002 and 1109-0113 were identical to the sequence of the

GenBank accession number AP010960 (E. coli O111:H�,

strain 11128), whereas strain 1108-2781 nearly was identi-

cal to this specific sequence (AP010960). Therefore, the

sequence of AP010960 was used as template for primer

design for the confirmation of the anti-terminator q gene

and stx2 promoter region of the three strains. For strain

1108-2781, GenBank accession number AE005174 (E. coli

O157:H7 EDL933) was used as template for primer

design downstream of the stx2 gene, whereas AP010960

was used for the other two strains. The primers were

designed using PRIMERSELECT (DNASTAR Lasergene 9

Core Suite; Table S1). The PCR was run as described ear-

lier with annealing temperatures of 55 °C for primer sets

SF2 and SF7-SF10, 58 °C for primer sets SF1, SF5, SF6,

SF11, and 60 °C for primer sets nySF3, nySF4, stx8 and

SF11-2. Sequencing was performed as described earlier,

with primers listed in Table S1.

Screening of the qO111:H� gene in all SF O157

All 17 SF O157 were screened for the qO111:H� gene by

using the SF1-F and SF1-R primer set (Table S1). The

PCR was run as described earlier with an annealing tem-

perature of 58 °C. Strain EDL933 (FH-Ba 667) was

included as a negative control. All PCR products were

run on a BioAnalyzer, using the Agilent DNA 1000 Kit

(Agilent Technologies) as described by the manufacturer

to check for positive amplification.

Results

Genetic characterization of SF O157, screening

of 10 virulence genes, stx2 subtyping, and

MLVA genotyping

All 17 SF O157 isolates were positive for rfbO157, fliCH7,

SRL and dinB, as well as stx2 and eae. Stx2EDL933 was

the only stx2 subtype detected. Additionally, the strains

harboured nleB and stcE. Fifteen of 17 isolates (88%)

were positive for the ehxA gene, and 14/17 strains (82%)

carried cdt (Table 1). terE, stcEO103, saa and subA were

not present in any of the strains examined (Table 1).

The SF O157 isolates recovered from Norwegian patients

before 2009 showed distinct MLVA profiles, indicating

that the cases concerned did not belong to common-

source outbreaks. However, all isolates obtained from

2009 through May 2011 grouped into one MLVA geno-

type (Table 1).

Screening with the stx8 primer set,

identification of the anti-terminator q gene

and sequencing of the promoter region of the

stx2 gene in SF O157

Screening with the stx8 primer set showed that only two

SF O157 were positive for these primers, whereas 15 were

negative (Table 1). All isolates failed to amplify the q933

and q21 genes. PCR and sequencing of the stx2 promoter

region with the primers slt2s-2 and 595 showed that 15

of the SF O157 (all stx8 negative) were identical and dif-

fered from the NSF O157 strain EDL933 sequence

(AE005174) by five nucleotides (Fig 1). The sequence dif-

ferences were seen between the tRNA genes argN and

argO located proximately to the stx2 promoter region,

and in the argO gene, between the �35 and the �10

region within the stx2 promoter. However, these isolates

showed identical sequence to the O111:H� strain 11128

(AP010960) in this region (Fig 1). The two last SF O157

(both stx8 positive) differed from the EDL933 sequence

(AE005174) in one nucleotide only, located in the tRNA

gene argN (Fig 1).

Table 2. Sorbitol-fermenting O157 strains used for sequencing of the q gene and downstream of the stx2 gene

Strain

number

Year

isolated

MLVA

profile Outbreak Clinical outcome PCR stx8

1106-4002 2006 B Single case HUS Negative

1108-2781 2008 C Strain 1108-2781 (stx2+) was isolated from an asymptomatic brother of a HUS

patient (strain stx2�) during a family outbreak

None Positive

1109-0113 2009 D Index patient of the 2009 outbreak with 13 children, 9 HUS HUS, patient died Negative

FEMS Microbiol Lett 329 (2012) 102–110 ª 2012 Federation of European Microbiological Societies
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PCR and sequencing of the anti-terminator

q gene, the stx2 gene and downstream of the

stx2 gene in SF O157

We determined the nucleotide sequences of the q gene,

the region between the q gene and the stx2 gene, the stx2

gene and the 500-bp region downstream of the stx2 gene

in the SF O157 strains 1106-4002 (EMBL/GenBank

accession number FR874039), 1109-0113 (outbreak strain

from 2009, EMBL/GenBank accession number FR874040)

and 1108-2781 (EMBL/GenBank accession number

FR874041). Strains 1106-4002 and 1109-0113 showed

identical sequences in reversed complement to the E. coli

O111:H� strain 11128 (AP010960) in all the examined

regions, except for a single nucleotide polymorphism

(SNP) in position 371 in the stx2A subunit (Fig 2). Strain

1108-2781 had an identical q gene to the O111:H� strain

(AP010960), but differed from this strain in 14 nucleo-

tides in the region between the q gene and the stx2 gene

as well as in the stx2 gene (Fig 2). Additionally, down-

stream of the stx2 gene, 1108-2781 was different from the

O111:H� strain and showed identical sequence to the

NSF O157 strain EDL933 (AE005174) (Fig 2).

Screening of the qO111:H� gene in SF O157

The qO111:H� gene was detected in all SF O157 included

in the present study (Table 1).

Discussion

Infection with SF O157 has been reported to be more

aggressive than infection with NSF O157, as SF O157

more often progresses to HUS compared to NSF O157

(Karch & Bielaszewska, 2001; Rosser et al., 2008). It is

well known that stx2 play a key role in the development

of HUS (Gyles, 2007). In NSF O157, two different q

genes, q933 and q21, have been identified, giving evidence

of higher production of stx2 in strains positive for q933
(LeJeune et al., 2004; Koitabashi et al., 2006; Matsumoto

argN argO

AE005174, EDL933           GCGGGGTTCGAGTCCTCGATGGCGGTCCATTATCTGCATTATGCG
FR874041, 1108-2781, stx8+ GCGGGGTTCGGGTCCTCGATGGCGGTCCATTATCTGCATTATGCG
FR874039,1106-4002, stx8– GCGGGGTTCGAGTCCTCGATGGCGGTCCATTATCGGTATTCAGCG
AP010960 O111:H 11128 GCGGGGTTCGAGTCCTCGATGGCGGTCCATTATCGGTATTCAGCG

argO continued

AP010960, O111:H-,11128 GCGGGGTTCGAGTCCTCGATGGCGGTCCATTATCGGTATTCAGCG

AE005174, EDL933 TTGTTAGCT*CAGCCGGACAGAGCAATTGCCTTCTGAGCAATCGGT
FR874041, 1108-2781, stx8+          TTGTTAGCT*CAGCCGGACAGAGCAATTGCCTTCTGAGCAATCGGT
FR874039,1106-4002, stx8– TTGTTAGCT*CAGCCGGACAGAGCAATTGCCTTCTAAGCAATCGGT
AP010960, O111:H-,11128 TTGTTAGCT*CAGCCGGACAGAGCAATTGCCTTCTAAGCAATCGGT

–35 –10

Fig. 1. Alignment of parts of the argN and

the argO genes in AE005174, FR874041,

FR874039, and AP010960. Bases differing

from the sequence of AE005174 are shown in

red. The start of the stx2 promoter (*CAG)

are given in bold with an asterisk. The �35

and �10 regions of the stx2 promoter are

underlined.

AE005174 E. coli O157:H7 EDL933
G

371
G
72

C
971

TGCATTAT
–168 to –175

G
–130

C
93

A
201

A
561 G

765

T
867 C

1009
A

–199

2791–167–257–342–481–1218

stx2A stx2Bq Z1460 ileZ argOargN

*AP010960 E. coli O111:H–

stx2A stx2Bil Z ONq

GGTATTCA
–168 to –175

Putative DNA methylasePredicted                          

A
–130

A
72

T
93

G
201

A
371

G
561 T

765

C
867 T

971
T

1009
A

–199

2791–167–257–342–1441–1790–2386

stx2A stx2Bq Z1460 ileZ argOargN

stx2A stx2BileZ argOargNq Putative DNA methylaselipoprotein

t 2A t 2Bil Z ONP t ti DNA th lq Predicted

2791–167–257–342–1441–1790–2386

1106-4002 (FR874039)/1109-0113 (FR874040) 
E. coli O157:NM, stx8–

G
371

stx2A stx2BileZ argOargNPutative DNA methylaseq Predicted                          
lipoprotein

t 2A t 2Bil Z ONP t ti DNA th lPredicted

2791–167–257–342–1441–1790–2386

1108-2781  (FR874041) 
E. coli O157:NM, stx8+

G
72

C
93

A
201

G
371

A
561 G

765
TGCATTAT
–168 to –175

G
–130

G
–199

C
971

C
1009

stx2A stx2BileZ argOargNPutative DNA methylaseq Predicted                          
lipoprotein

Fig. 2. Comparison of the structure of the stx

genes and upstream genes in the E. coli

strains O157:H7 EDL933 (AE005174), O111:

H–11128 (AP010960), O157:NM strains 1106-

4002 (FR874039), 1109-0113 (FR874040), and

1108-2781 (FR874041). Additionally,

approximately 500 bp downstream of the stx

genes are shown. The numericals are

indicating base positions or gene start

positions (translational start for stx2A; +1).

*Reversed complement of AP010960.
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et al., 2008). Additionally, mutations in the stx2 promoter

region have been observed in strains carrying the q21
gene, which probably also contribute to the reduced

expression of stx2 (Matsumoto et al., 2008). However, the

knowledge about the genomic regulation of stx2 expres-

sion in SF O157 is sparse.

In the present study, the sequence upstream (including

the q gene) and approximately 500-bp downstream of the

stx2 gene in three Norwegian SF O157 isolates were

sequenced, and a distinct q gene and different genes

upstream of the stx2EDL933 gene, as compared to the NSF

O157:H7 strain EDL933 (AE005174), were detected. The

q gene and the genes upstream of stx2EDL933 in SF O157

had identical or similar sequence to the O111:H� strain

11128 (AP010960), a strain isolated from a patient with

bloody diarrhoea in Japan in 2001 (Ogura et al., 2007).

stx-encoding lamboid bacteriophages show similarities in

DNA sequences, yet they might be heterogeneous as evi-

denced by divergent gene organization and chromosomal

location, as well as harbouring high degree of mosaic

DNA structures (Unkmeir & Schmidt, 2000; Allison,

2007; Ogura et al., 2009). Based on these observations,

our results indicate that the sequenced SF O157 isolates

harboured different stx2EDL933-encoding phages than the

NSF O157 strain EDL933 (Allison, 2007; Ogura et al.,

2009). Furthermore, mosaic DNA structure was seen

within the bacteriophage of strain 1108-2781 (FR874041),

but not within the other two sequenced SF O157 strains,

demonstrating that considerable diversity also exists

among stx2EDL933-encoding bacteriophages within the

group of SF O157.

Two of 17 SF O157 strains were positive for the

stx8 primer set. Strain 1108-2781 (stx8+) had identical

sequence with the NSF O157:H7 strain EDL933 in this

region, whereas strains 1106-4002 (FR874039) and 1109-

0113 (FR874040) (both stx8�) showed identical sequence

to the O111:H� strain 11128, thus explaining the PCR

results. The stx8 primer set was suggested to differentiate

NSF O157 into lineage I and II, where lineage I strains,

positive for stx8, were shown to express more stx proteins

and to have a higher pathogenic potential than the line-

age II strains (stx8 negative) (Dowd & Williams, 2008).

We did not investigate the expression of stx. However,

one of the two stx8+ SF O157 isolates was obtained from

a HUS patient, whereas as many as 80% (12/15) of the

patients with SF O157 negative for stx8 developed HUS.

This implies that stx8 screening was not an appropriate

tool to differentiate SF O157 into lineage I and II, and

probably a separate lineage exists for the SF O157, differ-

ent from both lineages I and II, as suggested by Laing

et al. (2009).

It has been suggested that higher levels of colonization

and thereby enhanced stx2 exposure might be responsible,

at least partly, for the increased pathogenic potential seen

in SF O157 compared to NSF O157 (Rosser et al., 2008).

Although no evidence of in vitro increased stx2EDL933
expression in SF O157 compared to NSF O157 has been

observed, so far only two SF O157 have been examined

(Rosser et al., 2008), and to our knowledge, the in vivo

level has never been investigated. It cannot be excluded

that the qO111:H� gene identified in all Norwegian SF

O157 isolates, as opposed to q933 and q21 previously

found in NSF O157 (LeJeune et al., 2004; Koitabashi

et al., 2006; Matsumoto et al., 2008), may contribute to

the increased virulence observed in SF O157, by virtue of

increased stx2 level and/or enhanced resistance of the

bacteria concerned (Ferens & Hovde, 2011). Additional

investigations are needed to elucidate the activity of the

QO111:H� protein in SF O157 strains.

Lambdoid phages are introducing tRNA genes into the

bacteria, which may be required for efficient expression

of foreign genes encoded by the phages, as for instance

the stx genes (Plunkett et al., 1999; Hayashi et al., 2001;

Schmidt, 2001). The tRNA genes ileZ-argN-argO located

close to the stx genes, in both SF O157 and NSF O157 as

well as in other EHEC, might thus serve as a supplement

to the host tRNA pool and lead to a more efficient trans-

lation of foreign genes (Plunkett et al., 1999). In strains

1106-4002 (FR874039) and 1109-0113 (FR874040), the

tRNA genes ileZ-argN-argO showed identical sequences to

the ones in the O111:H� strain 11128 (AP010960). How-

ever, strain 1108-2781 (FR874041) exhibited an ileZ-

argN-argO sequence identical to that found in NSF O157

EDL933 (AE005174), except for a single nucleotide poly-

morphism in the argN gene observed neither in the

O111:H� strain 11128, the O157:H7 strain EDL933 nor

the SF O157 strains 1106-4002 and 1109-0113. These

observations might suggest different origin of the bacte-

riophages and/or rearrangements within the phage DNA

in SF O157 (Allison, 2007). Whether the observed base

substitutions seen within the tRNA ileZ-argN-argO

sequence contribute to enhanced virulence in the SF

O157, compared to NSF O157, needs to be further

explored.

Phenotypic characteristics as well as the presence of

specific virulence genes are in part different between SF

O157 and NSF O157 (Karch & Bielaszewska, 2001; Rosser

et al., 2008). Genetic characterization of SF O157 showed

that our results were in concordance with previous

reports (they all carried rfbO157, fliCH7, SRL and dinB)

(Karch & Bielaszewska, 2001; Taylor et al., 2002; Janka

et al., 2005; Orth et al., 2007). Additionally, all SF O157

harboured the eae and stx2EDL933 genes. Eighty-eight per

cent of the strains carried ehxA, and cdt was present in

82% of our SF O157 isolates, which is in agreement with

earlier studies (Karch & Bielaszewska, 2001; Janka et al.,
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2003). The nleB gene, which was seen in all our SF O157,

has recently been reported to be highly associated with

virulent EHEC and EPEC seropathotypes (Bugarel et al.,

2011). Additionally, all SF O157 carried the stcE gene

encoding a metalloprotease shown to promote the inti-

mate adherence and inhibit the inflammatory system

(Szabady et al., 2009). However, both nleB and stcE are

also common in NSF O157 (Szabady et al., 2009; Bugarel

et al., 2011).

MLVA genotyping and data from MSIS indicate that

the cases of SF O157 infection recorded in Norway before

2009 were sporadic. However, in the period 2009 through

May 2011, SF O157 was isolated from 16 children, of

whom 11 developed HUS. The isolates fell into one dis-

tinct MLVA cluster (cluster D), indicating a common

source of infection. However, like unsuccessful attempts

to identify the source and the reservoir of SF O157 in

other countries (Allerberger et al., 2000; Karch &

Bielaszewska, 2001; Allison, 2002; Editorial Team, 2006;

Eklund et al., 2006; Jakubczak et al., 2008; Buvens et al.,

2009), the source in the Norwegian cases could not be

determined despite a considerable amount of work

invested (Norwegian Institute of Public Health, 2010).

In conclusion, all the Norwegian SF O157 showed a

distinct q gene, as well as different genes upstream of the

stx2EDL933 gene compared to the NSF O157:H7 strain

EDL933 (AE005174). This indicated that Norwegian SF

O157 harboured divergent stx2EDL933-encoding bacterio-

phages compared to the NSF O157 strain EDL933

(AE005174). The SF O157 carried a q gene identical to

the q gene in O111:H� strain 11128 (AP010960). Inter-

estingly, different DNA sequences were observed within

the region sequenced in the three SF O157 strains

(FR874039-41), suggesting that considerable diversity

exists among stx2EDL933-encoding bacteriophages also

within the SF O157 group. It is possible that the qO111:H�
gene identified in SF O157 contributes to the increased

virulence seen in SF O157 compared to NSF O157. How-

ever, further investigations are needed to elucidate the

activity of the QO111:H� protein in SF O157.

We have developed an assay for detecting the qO111:H�
gene in SF O157, and this might be a useful supplement

to differentiate SF O157 from NSF O157.
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PCR-Based Detection and Molecular Characterization of Shiga Toxin-
Producing Escherichia coli Strains in a Routine Microbiology
Laboratory over 16 years

K. Haugum,a L. T. Brandal,b B.-A. Lindstedt,c A. L. Wester,b K. Bergh,a,d J. E. Afseta,d

Department of Laboratory Medicine, Children’s and Women’s Health, Faculty of Medicine, Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Trondheim, Norwaya;

Department of Foodborne Infections, Norwegian Institute of Public Health, Oslo, Norwayb; Gene Technology Section, Akershus University Hospital, Lørenskog,

Norwayc; Department of Medical Microbiology, St. Olavs University Hospital, Trondheim, Norwayd

Shiga toxin-producing Escherichia coli (STEC) is a heterogeneous group of bacteria causing disease ranging from asymptomatic
carriage and mild infection to hemolytic uremic syndrome (HUS). Here, we describe patients with STEC infection and character-
ize the STEC strains detected in our laboratory by use of PCR for stx1, stx2, and eae from 1996 through 2011. Patient information
was collected from referral forms and from the Norwegian Surveillance System for Communicable Diseases. STEC isolates were
characterized with respect to serogroup or serotype, selected potential virulence genes, and multilocus variable-number tandem-
repeat analysis (MLVA) genotype. STEC strains were isolated from 138 (1.09%) of 12,651 patients tested. STEC strains of sero-
groups O26, O103, O121, O145, and O157 were the most frequent. These serogroups, except non-sorbitol-fermenting O157,
were also the most frequent among the 11 patients (all <5 years old) who developed HUS. Twenty-four STEC strains were classi-
fied as being HUS associated based on an epidemiological link to a HUS case, including an MLVA genotype identical to that of
the STEC strain. The age of the patient (<5 years) and the genes eae and stx2a were significantly associated with HUS-associated
STEC (P < 0.05 for each parameter), while stx1 was associated with non-HUS-associated STEC (P < 0.05). All of the potential
virulence genes analyzed, except ehxA, were significantly more frequent among HUS-associated than non-HUS-associated
strains (P < 0.05 for each gene). However, these genes were also present in some non-HUS-associated STEC strains and could
therefore not reliably differentiate between HUS-associated and non-HUS-associated STEC strains.

Shiga toxin-producing Escherichia coli (STEC) was recognized
as a cause of bloody diarrhea and hemolytic uremic syndrome

(HUS) for the first time in two independent studies in 1982 (1, 2).
Later this pathogen was found to be the main cause of diarrhea-
associated HUS with a high number of cases worldwide. Non-
sorbitol-fermenting STEC (NSF) O157:H7 was the first STEC se-
rotype that was isolated in association with HUS and has been the
most frequently reported cause of diarrhea-associated HUS (3).
However, STEC strains of other serogroups like O26, O103, O111,
O121, and O145 have also been recognized to cause severe disease
and outbreaks (4, 5).

Shiga toxins 1 and 2 (Stx1 and Stx2) are essential virulence
factors of STEC. The term STEC is used to describe any E. coli-
producing Shiga toxin, whereas the term enterohemorrhagic
Escherichia coli (EHEC) is often used to describe the subset of
STEC strains responsible for causing hemorrhagic colitis and HUS
(3). Shiga toxins are encoded by the stx1 and stx2 genes located in
lambdoid bacteriophages integrated into the bacterial host ge-
nome. The toxins exist as various subtypes, in which the Stx2
subtypes Stx2a, Stx2c, and Stx2d are more often associated with
HUS than are the other Stx subtypes (6–9). In addition to the
Shiga toxins, most STEC strains possess the locus of enterocyte
effacement (LEE) pathogenicity island in which the virulence gene
eae encoding the adherence factor intimin is located (3, 10).

In addition to stx1, stx2, and eae, the presence and absence of
various other genes have been investigated as potential virulence
markers for HUS and outbreaks. Karmali et al. reported that sev-
eral genes located on the genomic O island OI-122 were present in
60 to 100% of STEC strains of serotypes highly associated with
severe disease and outbreaks, while the same genes were detected

in only 0 to 15% of strains of serotypes not associated with severe
disease or outbreaks (11). In addition, the presence of non-LEE-
encoded (nle) genes from the genomic O islands OI-71 and OI-57
has been associated with STEC virulence (12–14). Pathogenic
STEC also harbors a large virulence plasmid (frequently termed
pO157) encoding factors involved in STEC virulence (3, 15).

Since STEC was first recognized as a cause of diarrhea-associ-
ated HUS, the microbial detection of this pathogen has in most
laboratories until recently relied on culturing on sorbitol-Mac-
Conkey agar (SMAC), which is a selective medium for NSF
O157:H7 (16), with subsequent agglutination with anti-O157 an-
tiserum. While a selective medium for NSF O157:H7 STEC is a
sensitive method for detection of this specific STEC serotype, a
major drawback is that other STEC serotypes and sorbitol-fer-
menting (SF) O157:H- not will be detected. Therefore, a more
suitable strategy for the diagnosis of STEC infection is to combine
culture and nonculture methods detecting both O157 and non-
O157 STEC serotypes (17, 18). In recent years, many diagnostic
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laboratories have switched to PCR for detection of stx1 and stx2

and other putative virulence genes (e.g., eae and ehxA) in STEC
strains. Although the use of PCR improves the detection of non-
O157 STEC serotypes which may be the cause of HUS, it may also
lead to detection of a range of STEC strains with a probable low
potential for causing severe disease in humans (10, 17, 19). In
many cases, we therefore still do not know how to differentiate
between high- and low-risk STEC strains, and it is a challenge to
make a reliable assessment of the clinical and public health risk
related to the diagnosis of non-O157 STEC infections.

The aim of this study was to present the results of PCR-based
diagnosis of STEC infection from patient stool specimens during the
period 1996-2011 and to search for differences between HUS and
HUS-associated compared to non-HUS-associated STEC isolates
based on serotypes and analysis of selected potential virulence genes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial strains and clinical information. All STEC isolates included in
the present study were retrieved from patient stool specimens in the years
1996 through 2011 at the Department of Medical Microbiology, St. Olavs
Hospital, Trondheim, Norway. From 1996 to 2011 the laboratory routine
was to analyze stool specimens from children �2 years old for stx1 and stx2

(and eae from 2000) irrespective of clinical information by PCR and to
analyze stool specimens from patients in age groups �2 years old if there
was information on HUS or bloody diarrhea. In addition, specimens from
persons epidemiologically associated with a HUS case or a STEC outbreak
were analyzed for STEC. Based on data from the laboratory information
system, stx1 and/or stx2 was detected in mixed stool cultures from 150
patients during the study period. Among these, 20 patients were excluded
from the study because the laboratory did not succeed in obtaining STEC
isolates in pure cultures, whereas for the remaining 130 patients, STEC
isolates were identified in pure cultures. Another eight stx-negative (eae-
positive) E. coli isolates were included in the study because they were
isolated from patients with HUS or bloody diarrhea or were epidemiolog-
ically linked to a HUS case and were of the same MLVA genotype as the
STEC isolate from that case (Table 1). STEC strains that have lost stx genes
are often termed EHEC/STEC-lost Shiga toxin (LST) (20). In total, 138
strains were included in the study.

In Norway, STEC infection is notifiable to the Norwegian Surveillance
System for Communicable Diseases (MSIS) at the Norwegian Institute of
Public Health (NIPH), where clinical information on the patients and
results from laboratory analyses of the bacterial strains are stored. We
collected data from the MSIS on clinical symptoms (HUS, bloody diar-

rhea, diarrhea, or no symptoms), age, and sex and correlated these data
with laboratory results.

The study was approved by the Regional Committee for Medical and
Health Research Ethics, REC South-East (REC number 2011/2314).

Primary detection and identification of STEC. stx1, stx2, and eae
(from the year 2000) were detected by a two-step procedure where PCRs
for the stx1, stx2, and eae genes first were done in mixed cultures from a
stool specimen and thereafter repeated on subcultures of discrete colonies
from positive specimens with the aim of identifying STEC strains in pure
cultures. STEC isolate culturing was done by standard methods, including
SMAC agar, and E. coli was identified by standard biochemical tests (API
10S/20E; bioMérieux, Marcy l’Etoile, France). During the period 1996-
2004, screening for stx1 and stx2 was performed using primers and ampli-
fication conditions as described by Brian et al. (21). In 2004, conventional
PCRs for stx1 and stx2 were replaced by multiplex real-time PCRs (for
primers, see Table S1 in the supplemental material). DNA isolation meth-
ods, amplification conditions, PCR reagents, and PCR instruments varied
in the years 2004-2011.

PCR for eae was done using the AE13 and AE14 primers, and ampli-
fication conditions were as described by Gannon et al. (22) from 2000 to
2004 and as described by Nielsen and Andersen (23) from 2004 to 2008.
Thereafter detection of eae was done by real-time PCR with the primers
described in Table S1 in the supplemental material. Confirmation of stx1,
stx2, and eae was done at the National Reference Laboratory for Entero-
pathogenic Bacteria (NRL) at the NIPH (24, 25).

Serotyping. Initial serogrouping was performed with O antisera using
polyspecific anti-coli I, II, and III and monospecific O antisera for the O
serogroups O26, O103, O111, O145, and O157, as described by the man-
ufacturer (Sifin, Germany). Later, more extensive serotyping was done at
the NRL, NIPH, using monospecific O:K and H antisera covering alto-
gether 44 O serogroups, including O26, O103, O111, O121, O145, and
O157 and 8 H antigens (in-house antisera and antisera from Sifin and SSI,
Denmark).

stx2 subtyping and MLVA genotyping. The stx2 subtype was deter-
mined at the NRL, NIPH, using modifications of previously published
methods for PCR-restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) and
sequencing (8, 26, 27) and by PCR (9).

Two MLVA protocols, one for the O157 serogroup and one for all E.
coli isolates, were used for MLVA typing (28–30) at the NRL, NIPH.

Verification of stx1, stx2, and eae and detection of potential virulence
genes. To verify the primary PCR results, we repeated PCRs for stx1, stx2,
and eae for all strains included in the study. For PCR analyses, bacterial
strains were grown overnight on MacConkey agar. One colony of bacterial
cells was suspended in 100 �l lysis buffer (50 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl

TABLE 1 Characteristics of stx-negative strains, isolated at St. Olavs Hospital, Trondheim, Norway, during the 1996-2011 period, classified as
STEC-lost Shiga toxin in this study

Strain stx2 subtype eae Serotype Reason the strain was included in the study

St. Olav49 STEC-LSTa � O103:H25 HUSb

St. Olav59 STEC-LST � O103:H25 HUS
St. Olav75 2ac � SF O157:H- Outbreak investigation
St. Olav77 STEC-LST � SF O157:H- HUS
St. Olav84 STEC-LST � SF O157:H- Outbreak investigation
St. Olav97 STEC-LST � O145:H?d Outbreak investigation
St. Olav131 STEC-LST � O103:H25 BDe

St. Olav154 2b � 0f Previously positive for stx2b

St. Olav156 STEC-LST � 0f BD
St. Olav165 STEC-LST � O145:H28 BD
a eae-positive E. coli isolate classified as STEC that may have lost its stx genes (STEC-lost Shiga toxin [LST]).
b HUS, hemolytic uremic syndrome.
c Strain previously positive for stx2, which after storage was found to be stx2 negative.
d H?, motile but unknown H-type.
e BD, bloody diarrhea.
f Serotype 0, the strains did not belong to any of the serogroups tested for in the study.
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[pH 8.3], 2.5 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mg/ml gelatin, 0.45% NP-40, and 0.45%
Tween 20) and 100 �l Tris-EDTA (TE) buffer solution (pH 7.4) and
boiled for 15 min at 95°C. After centrifugation at 13,000 rpm for 1 min,
the supernatant was used directly for PCR analysis.

Real-time PCRs for stx1, stx2, and eae were done using the primers
described in Table S1 in the supplemental material and PerfeCTa Multi-
plex qPCR Supermix, UNG (Quanta Biosciences, Gaithersburg, MD,
USA) as described by the manufacturer. Real-time PCR was performed in
a CFX instrument (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA), in a 20-�l volume with
cycling conditions for stx1 and stx2 as follows: 95°C for 3 min and then 40
cycles with denaturation at 95°C for 10 s and annealing at 58°C for 10 s
before elongation at 72°C for 10 s. The PCR for eae was done using the
following cycling conditions: 95°C for 3 min and then 40 cycles with
denaturation at 95°C for 10 s and annealing at 50°C for 10 s before elon-
gation at 72°C for 10 s.

Analyses for the ehxA, ent/espL2, nleB, nleE, nleF, nleH1-2, and nleA
genes were done using the primers described by Bugarel et al. (31). In
addition, PCR for the espK gene was done using the primers described by
Bugarel et al. (12), and the efa-1/lifA gene was analyzed with the 88AT and
88TN primers from Nicholls et al. (32). A subset of strains was also tested
for efa-1/lifA using an alternative efa-1 primer pair (see Table S1 in the
supplemental material). The PCRs were done in singleplex in a 20-�l
volume using the SsoFast EvaGreen Supermix (Bio-Rad), as described by
the manufacturer. The cycling conditions for the nleB and nleE genes were
98°C for 2 min and then 40 cycles with 95°C for 5 s and 60°C for 5 s, and
the cycling conditions for ehxA, ent/espL2, nleF, nleH1-2, nleA, espK,
and efa-1/lifA were 95°C for 3 min and then 40 cycles with 95°C for 10 s
and 57°C for 30 s.

HUS-associated strains. A STEC strain was classified as HUS associ-
ated if it either was isolated from a patient with HUS or was epidemiolog-
ically linked to a HUS case and was of the same MLVA genotype as the
STEC isolate from that case.

Statistical methods. Fisher’s exact test was used for statistical calcula-
tions. A P value of �0.05 was considered statistical significant.

Cluster analysis of virulence genes with construction of dendrograms
was performed by BioNumerics version 6.6 (Applied Maths NV, Sint-
Martens-Latem, Belgium) using the Dice correlation and the unweighted-
pair group method using average linkages (UPGMA).

RESULTS

The present study included 138 patients among a total of 12,651
patients tested in whom STEC infection had been diagnosed by
PCR, and STEC strains had successfully been isolated in pure cul-
tures (positive rate, 1.09%) in the period 1996-2011 at the Depart-
ment of Medical Microbiology, St. Olavs Hospital, Trondheim,
Norway. Stool specimens from children �2 years old were most
frequently tested for STEC, and this age group was also the most
common among the 138 patients diagnosed with STEC infection

(36.3%) (Table 2). Sixty-nine of the patients with STEC infections
were female and 69 were male. Eleven patients had HUS, while
bloody diarrhea was recorded for 9 patients, and nonbloody diar-
rhea was recorded for 68 patients. All HUS patients were �5 years
old (P � 0.007) (Table 2). Six of the HUS patients were female and
5 were male (Table 3).

The STEC strains included in the present study had the follow-
ing distribution of serogroups: O157, n � 29 (21.0%); other com-
mon STEC serogroups, n � 69 (50.0%), including O145 (n � 28),
O103 (n � 21), and O26 (n � 11); and less common STEC sero-
groups, n � 17 (12.3%). Twenty-three (16.7%) strains, one of
which was Orough, did not belong to any of the serogroups tested
(Table 4).

A total of 128 strains contained the stx1 and/or stx2 gene, and
108 strains contained eae (Table 5). A combination of stx1 and stx2

was found in 21 (15.2%) strains, while stx1 only was found in 57
(41.3%) strains and stx2 only in 50 (36.2%) strains. The stx2 sub-
types most frequently detected were stx2a (n � 36) and stx2c (n �
18) (Table 5). Two strains which had previously been con-
firmed to be stx2 positive were negative for stx after frozen storage
(Table 1).

PCRs for ehxA, nleB, nleE, ent, efa-1/lifA, nleA, nleF, nleH1-2,

TABLE 2 Age distribution and other characteristics of patients with STEC infections diagnosed at St. Olavs Hospital during the 1996-2011 period

Age group (yr)

No. (%) of patients:

Positive rate

Sex (no.) Clinical presentation in patients with STEC (no.):

With STEC Tested Female Male HUSa BDb Diarrhea Asymptomaticc NDd

�2 50 (36.3) 6,860 (54.2) 0.73 25 25 6 5 25 5 9
2–4 32 (23.2) 1,301 (10.3) 2.46 17 15 4 0 15 6 7
5–9 9 (6.5) 344 (2.7) 2.62 2 7 1 1 1 2 4
�10 47 (34.0) 4,146 (32.8) 1.13 25 22 0 3 27 7 10

Total 138 (100.0) 12,651 (100.0) 1.09 69 69 11 9 68 20 30
a HUS, hemolytic uremic syndrome.
b BD, bloody diarrhea.
c Some of the strains were from persons tested in outbreak investigations.
d ND, no clinical information. Some of these strains were from outbreak investigations.

TABLE 3 Characteristics of STEC strains from patients with hemolytic
uremic syndrome and information from the patients with STEC
infections diagnosed at St. Olavs Hospital during the 1996-2011 period

Strain yr Sexa

Age
(yr) Serotype

stx2

subtype

St. Olav26 2002 F 4 O26:H- 2a
St. Olav49 2006 F 1 O103:H25 —b

St. Olav56 2006 M 2 SF O157:H- 2a
St. Olav59 2006 M 1 O103:H25 —
St. Olav77 2008 F 1 SF O157:H- —
St. Olav80 2009 F 3 SF O157:H- 2a
St. Olav81 2009 M 5 SF O157:H- 2a
St. Olav91 2009 F 1 O121:H19 2a
St. Olav100 2009 M 1 O145:H?c 2a
St. Olav164 2011 F 2 O145:H? 2a
St. Olav166 2011 M 0 SF O157:H- 2a
a F, female; M, male.
b Strains were negative for stx2a. The O103:H25 strains (St. Olav49 and St. Olav59) were
part of a national outbreak in 2006 where stx2a was identified in some of the other
strains included in the same MLVA genotype cluster (50). St. Olav77 was part of a small
family outbreak with St. Olav75 (see Table 1).
c H?; motile but unknown H-type.
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and espK revealed that ehxA was the most frequent (n � 123,
89.1%), whereas nleA was the least frequent (n � 87, 63.0%) in the
138 STEC strains examined (Table 5). All of the potential viru-
lence genes were found among strains of serogroups O145, O103,
O157, O26, O121, SF O157, and O111 (see Table S2 in the supple-
mental material), whereas 11 strains with other serogroups con-
tained none of the genes analyzed in the study.

The STEC strains isolated from patients with HUS belonged to
the serotypes SF O157:H-, O145:H? (H unknown), O103:H25,

O26:H-, and O121:H19 (Table 3). Another 13 STEC strains were
epidemiologically linked to an HUS case and of the same MLVA
genotype as the STEC strain isolated from that case. Altogether 24
strains were therefore classified as HUS associated. Among these
strains SF O157:H- and O145:H? were the most common (Table
4). The age of the patient (�5 years old) was significantly associ-
ated with HUS-associated STEC infection, as 20 of the 24 HUS-
associated strains were isolated from children within this age
group (P � 0.035). The eae gene was present in all of the HUS-
associated strains compared with its presence in 84/114 (73.7%)
non-HUS-associated strains (P � 0.002) (Table 5). stx2 was sig-
nificantly more frequent among HUS-associated than non-HUS-
associated strains (P � 0.013) (Table 5), especially the stx2a sub-
type, which was present in 18/24 HUS-associated strains
compared with 22/114 non-HUS-associated strains (P � 0.0001)
(Table 5). In contrast, stx1 was not detected in any of the HUS-
associated strains, but was present in 78 of the non-HUS-associ-
ated strains (P � 0.0001) (Table 5). The genes ehxA, nleB, nleE,
ent, efa-1/lifA, nleA, nleF, and nleH1-2 were present in all HUS-
associated strains, whereas espK was present in all but one of these
strains. All of the potential virulence genes analyzed, except ehxA,
were significantly more frequent among HUS-associated than
non-HUS-associated strains (P � 0.05 for each gene) (Table 5).

By cluster analysis of potential virulence genes, eae-positive and
eae-negative STEC strains were separated into two main clusters (Fig.
1; see also Fig. S1 in the supplemental material). One exception was an

TABLE 4 Serogroups of 138 HUS-associated and non-HUS-associated
STEC strains isolated by PCR and culture at St. Olavs Hospital,
Trondheim, Norway, during the 1996-2011 period

Serogroup

No. (%) of STEC strains

HUS associated Non-HUS associated Total

O145 7 (29.1) 21 (18.4) 28 (20.3)
O103 2 (8.4) 19 (16.6) 21 (15.3)
O157 0 (0) 20 (17.5) 20 (14.5)
O26 1 (4.2) 10 (8.8) 11 (7.9)
SF O157 9 (37.5) 0 (0) 9 (6.5)
O121 5 (20.8) 4 (3.5) 9 (6.5)
Othera 0 (0) 40 (35.1) 40 (28.9)
Total 24 (100) 114 (100) 138 (100)
a Other serogroups: O2 (n � 1), O76 (n � 1), O91 (n � 1), O104 (n � 3), O111 (n �
1), O113 (n � 3), O117 (n � 1), O118 (n � 1), O119 (n � 1), O128 (n � 3), O177
(n � 1), and unknown O serogroups (n � 23), of which one strain was Orough.

TABLE 5 Virulence genes identified by PCR analysis and stx2 subtypes of 138 HUS-associated and non-HUS-associated STEC strains isolated at St.
Olavs Hospital, Trondheim, Norway, during the 1996-2011 period

Virulence gene

No. ([%]) of genes in:

P
HUS-associated STEC
(n � 24)

Non-HUS associated STEC
(n � 114) Total

stx1 0 (0) 57 (50) 57 (41.3) �0.0001
stx1 � stx2 0 (0) 21 (18.4) 21 (15.2) 0.02
stx2 18 (75)a 32 (28)b 50 (36.2) �0.0001
eae 24 (100) 84 (74) 108 (78.3) 0.002
ehxA 24 (100) 99 (87) 123 (89.1) 0.073
nleB 24 (100) 82 (72) 106 (76.8) 0.001
nleE 24 (100) 81 (71) 105 (76.1) 0.001
ent 24 (100) 82 (72) 106 (76.8) 0.001
efa-1/lifA 24 (100) 73 (64) 97 (70.3) 0.0001
nleA 24 (100) 63 (55) 87 (63) �0.0001
nleF 24 (100) 84 (74) 108 (78.3) 0.002
nleH1-2 24 (100) 85 (75) 109 (79) 0.004
espK 23 (96) 83 (73) 106 (76.8) 0.002
Total 24 (100) 114 (100) 138 (100)

stx2 subtype
stx2a 18 (75)a 18 (15.8) 36 (50.7) P � 0.0001
stx2a � stx2c 0 (0) 4 (3.5) 4 (5.6) NDc

stx2b 0 (0) 9 (7.9)b 9 (12.7) ND
stx2c 0 (0) 18 (15.8) 18 (25.4) ND
stx2d 0 (0) 2 (1.8) 2 (2.8) ND
stx2g 0 (0) 1 (0.9) 1 (1.4) ND
ND 0 (0) 1 (0.9)d 1 (1.4) ND
Total 18 (75) 53 (47) 71 100

a This number does not include one SF O157:H- strain (St. Olav75; see Table 1) previously found to be positive for stx2a.
b This number does not include one strain of unknown serotype (St. Olav154; see Table 1) previously found to be positive for stx2b.
c ND, not determined.
d The stx2 phage was lost in the STEC strain at arrival at the Norwegian Institute of Public Health and therefore was not stx2 subtyped.
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eae-negative, stx1-positive strain (St. Olav12) that clustered with the
group of eae-positive strains due to the presence of some of the po-
tential virulence genes in this strain. In the cluster of 29 eae-negative
STEC strains, ehxA was the only potential virulence gene present (17
strains) (Fig. 1; see also Fig. S1). All eae-positive strains harbored
more than three of the potential virulence genes investigated (Fig. 1;
see also Fig. S1). Although all the HUS-associated strains clustered
among strains which were eae and stx2 positive but stx1 negative, non-
HUS-associated strains were also found in the same cluster (Fig. 1; see
also Fig. S1).

The 109 non-O157 STEC strains were distributed in 48 distinct
MLVA genotypes (see Fig. S2 in the supplemental material). Thir-
ty-one of these MLVA genotypes were represented by only one
strain each, including one O26:H- strain from an HUS patient.
The other 17 MLVA genotypes, with 78 non-O157 strains, were
found in 2 to 15 strains, respectively. Some of these MLVA geno-
types included STEC strains from local or national outbreaks.
Among the 29 O157 and SF O157 STEC strains, 17 distinct MLVA
genotypes were observed (see Fig. S3 in the supplemental mate-
rial). Twelve of these MLVA genotypes were present in single
strains, including two SF O157:H- strains from HUS patients,
while five genotypes included two to five strains. For the two
MLVA methods, some of the HUS-associated strains showed the
same MLVA genotype as non-HUS-associated strains.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we present the results of STEC infection diagnosis in
our laboratory based on PCRs for the stx1, stx2, and eae genes in
cultures from stool samples in the years 1996-2011. During this
period stx genes were detected in stool samples from 150 patients,

and STEC or STEC-LST strains were isolated in pure cultures
from 138 patients (Table 2). Similar to what has been reported
elsewhere, the highest number of STEC infections was diagnosed
in children �5 years old (4, 33). In our study, this may partly be
explained by the routine of the laboratory to analyze all stool spec-
imens from children �2 years old for STEC, while samples from
older age groups were analyzed only if there was a clinical suspi-
cion of HUS or bloody diarrhea or the samples were part of a STEC
outbreak investigation. However, the fact that a high number of
STEC infections were also detected in children 2 to 4 years old
(Table 2) in whom tests for STEC were done only because of a
specific suspicion, supports the notion that STEC infection is most
common in young age groups.

As shown in Table 4, the STEC serogroups isolated most often
in this study, including strains associated with HUS, belonged to
the STEC serogroups frequently implicated in severe disease and
outbreaks described elsewhere (5, 34). However, only 20 (14.5%)
of the 138 STEC strains belonged to serotype NSF O157:H7, the
only STEC serotype that is selected for by SMAC agar. Seventy-
eight (56.5%) STEC strains belonged to other common STEC se-
rogroups, including SF O157, that would easily have been missed
on SMAC agar since they could not be differentiated from the
majority of commensal E. coli, and 40 strains belonged to sero-
groups not common for STEC or unknown serogroups. Conse-
quently, use of PCRs resulted in detection of a high number of
non-O157 STEC strains, both of STEC serogroups that based on
current knowledge may be viewed as high-risk strains (35), and of
non-O157 STEC serogroups that most likely do not represent a
high risk for HUS development.

FIG 1 Cluster analysis of potential virulence genes in STEC strains. eae-negative and eae-positive STEC strains were mainly separated into two clusters. One
exception was one eae-negative strain that clustered among the eae-positive strains due to the presence of some of the potential virulence genes. All HUS-
associated strains clustered among the eae-positive strains and harbored all of the potential virulence genes investigated in the study. For further details (serotype,
stx2 subtype, etc.), see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material.
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More than half (55%) of the patients infected with SF O157:H-
STEC developed HUS, and this serotype was the most common
serotype isolated from HUS patients in this study (Table 3). These
results are in line with previous reports suggesting that there is a
high risk for development of HUS with SF O157 infection (36, 37).
Six (54.5%) of the 11 HUS cases were caused by non-O157 STEC
serotypes, while NSF O157, which is the most common STEC
serotype causing HUS worldwide (3–5), was not the cause of any
of the HUS cases in this study. During the same time period, this
serotype was isolated from four cases of HUS in other parts of
Norway (MSIS).

In this study, HUS-associated STEC strains contained the fol-
lowing characteristics: (i) all of them, except STEC-LST strains,
carried stx2 (stx2a), (ii) all harbored eae, (iii) all but one contained
the other nine potential virulence genes tested, and (iv) all be-
longed to STEC serogroups frequently associated with severe dis-
ease, many of them non-O157. Stx2a and intimin are important
virulence factors in STEC strains that have been associated with
severe disease (3, 38). Analysis of the presence or absence of viru-
lence genes in this study revealed that eae and stx2a were signifi-
cantly more frequent in HUS-associated than non-HUS-associ-
ated strains, whereas STEC strains containing stx1 were exclusively
associated with non-HUS infection (Table 5). While the ehxA
gene has been regarded as an important virulence marker in STEC
infection and has been reported to be a marker of “typical EHEC”
(14), it was the only potential virulence gene analyzed that was not
significantly more frequent in HUS-associated than non-HUS-
associated strains in this study. ehxA was also the sole potential
virulence gene present among the subset of eae-negative STEC
strains (Fig. 1; see also Fig. S1 in the supplemental material). How-
ever, although most of the potential virulence genes were signifi-
cantly more present among HUS-associated than non-HUS-asso-
ciated strains, several of the non-HUS-associated STEC strains
contained a virulence gene profile similar to that for the group of
HUS-associated strains. In particular, non-HUS-associated STEC
strains of the serogroups O145, O103, O157 (NSF and SF), O26,
O121, and O111 contained a high number of the potential viru-
lence genes, which is in line with previous reports (39, 40). This
made reliable differentiation between HUS-associated and non-
HUS-associated STEC strains based on serotype and potential vir-
ulence genes impossible in this strain collection.

Two of the STEC strains were negative for stx after frozen stor-
age. Although in general only stx-positive strains are regarded as
STEC, it is well known that STEC may lose its stx encoding pro-
phage, either in the course of an infection or upon handling in the
laboratory (20, 41, 42).

Although eae- and stx1-positive, stx2-negative STEC strains
have been isolated from patients with HUS (43, 44), there are to
our knowledge no reports of outbreaks of severe disease with such
bacteria. Furthermore, in line with reports from other regions in
Norway (L. T. Brandal, A. L. Wester, H. Lange, I. Løbersli, B.-A.
Lindstedt, G. Kapperud, and L. Vold, unpublished data) and other
countries (5, 45–47), our results support the notion that infections
with STEC strains that do not belong to common STEC sero-
groups and lack eae and/or stx2a even if stx1 is present represent a
low risk for HUS development. Therefore, based on the results
from the present study, it seems safe to suggest a classification of
stx1-positive, stx2-negative STEC strains with a low risk for HUS
development.

In the current study, it was difficult to assess the risk profile of

STEC strains with a serotype and virulence profile similar to that
of HUS-associated strains. It may be that such strains are actually
virulent and should be interpreted as STEC with a high risk for
HUS development. Alternatively, there may be other bacterial
characteristics not analyzed in these strains that may be of impor-
tance for the virulence potential of STEC. In addition to bacterial
virulence, young age (48) of the infected person is a risk factor for
HUS development. This is also evident in this study where all HUS
cases were in children �5 years old. Most likely, development of
HUS may be influenced by other host factors as well.

As expected MLVA genotyping revealed that STEC isolates of
some MLVA genotypes clustered with isolates from other parts of
the country, in relation to local or national outbreaks. The largest
local outbreak occurred in a kindergarten in 2009 where 15 iso-
lates of STEC serotype O145:H28 were of the same MLVA geno-
type. Although the index child presented with bloody diarrhea,
none of the children affected in that outbreak developed HUS
(49).

Our laboratory was one of the first in Norway to introduce
PCR for detection of human STEC infection. During the period
from 1996 through 2011, a higher number of STEC infections
were detected in our laboratory than in other regions of Norway,
as more than one-fourth of the cases of STEC infections on the
national level were detected here (MSIS), although less than one-
tenth of the population live in this region. The high detection rate
of STEC infections in our laboratory compared to rates in other
parts of Norway most likely was, at least to some extent, due to
early introduction of PCR in our laboratory. However, the fact
that during this period, a higher proportion than expected of HUS
cases (11 of 53 [20.8%], data from MSIS) also were from central
Norway where our hospital is located may indicate that there may
be epidemiological differences in the risks of STEC infection and
disease between different regions in Norway.

Starting with PCR for STEC detection in 1996, the routine in
our laboratory was to analyze all stool specimens from children
�2 years for STEC irrespective of the clinical diagnosis and only
those from older children and adults on clinical suspicion. One
might expect that this practice could have led to identification of
less virulent STEC strains not related to clinical disease in the
younger age group. However, a comparison of the virulence pro-
file of STEC strains isolated from children �2 years of age com-
pared with that of STEC strains isolated from older children and
adults does not support this idea. Strains from the younger age
group contained at least as many virulence genes as those isolated
from older children and adults (see Table S3 in the supplemental
material).

A limitation of this study was that the laboratory routine to use
different indications for testing of samples for STEC dependent on
the age of the patient was not always followed. This was reflected in
that the 39 patients diagnosed with STEC infections in the present
study who were �2 years of age had diagnoses other than HUS
and bloody diarrhea and were not part of an outbreak investiga-
tion. Furthermore, information regarding bloody diarrhea may
have been incomplete since bloody diarrhea was recorded for only
9 of the patients, while there was no information on bloody stools
in 68 other patients with diarrhea. For these cases, the information
given by the referring physician might have been incomplete, or
such data were not always recorded or updated in the patient
information database. Another weakness was that in the first part
of the study period, only the stx1 and stx2 genes were analyzed,
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whereas eae was included from year 2000 onward. In addition,
different primers, reagents, and equipment were used for PCR
analysis through the study period, including a switch from con-
ventional to real-time PCR. Although different primers were used
for detection of stx1 and stx2, the primers used were designed to
detect all variants of the stx genes, except stx2f. The use of different
PCR methods for STEC detection might potentially have had an
impact on which STEC strains were detected. However, despite
the variations in the PCR protocols used throughout the study
period, the strain collection represents an unselected group of
STEC infections diagnosed by PCR analysis of the stx and eae
genes in a hospital laboratory throughout a period of 16 years. In
this study, we tested the STEC strains for a limited number of
virulence genes. Although through this virulence characterization
of the STEC strains, we did not disclose new knowledge, we were
able to confirm results from previous studies regarding STEC vir-
ulence in a unselected collection of STEC isolates from hospital
routine diagnosis based on PCR (12–14, 31).

In summary, STEC infection was diagnosed by PCR and STEC
strains were isolated from stool samples from 138 (1.09%) of
12,651 patients tested at St. Olavs Hospital, Norway, during the
period 1996-2011. More than half of the patients diagnosed with
STEC infections were �5 years old. Eleven patients (all �5 years
old) had HUS, but no one died. All HUS patients were infected
with STEC strains of serogroups frequently involved in severe dis-
ease and outbreaks elsewhere. Six of the 11 HUS patients were
infected with non-O157 serogroups. Twenty-four STEC strains
were classified as HUS associated. Young age (�5 years old) and
STEC strains containing eae and stx2a were significantly associated
with HUS (P � 0.05 for each parameter), while STEC strains con-
taining stx1 were associated with non-HUS-associated STEC in-
fections (P � 0.05). Also, the other potential virulence genes an-
alyzed, except for ehxA, were significantly associated with HUS
(P � 0.05 for each gene). However, as they were also present in
some of the non-HUS-associated STEC strains, these genes could
not reliably differentiate between HUS-associated and non-HUS-
associated STEC strains.
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